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TNTROmJCTION
Until 8 f«w years ap;o the gopl of eduoetlon was acquiring
fpota. ricken'a Mr. nrpdgrlnd Is typical of those who advocated
such a theory. "iThat we want are facts... Plant nothing else
and root out everythlnt^ else. You can only form the mind of
resBoninpr animal upon Faots: nothing else will ever be of ser-
vice to them. You must discard Fancy altogether. You have
1.
nothing to do with it."
This method of education has failed. G. Stanley Hall has
said, "to collect masses of children and orem them with the
same unassimilated facts is not education, and we ought to
confess that youthful crime is an expression of educational
failure... T cannot find a single criminologist who is satis-
fied with the modern school, while most bring the severest
indictments against it for the blind and ignorant assumption
that the three R*s or any merely intellectual training can
morpllze .
"
F^ucatlon of the intellect is not sufficient, for mere
Imowledge will not control conduct- However by cheating a
sense of pleasure in right conduct, character may be Influenced.
And thus ideals are more important than ideas in character
forming.
^ucators have been realizing this and the emphasis in
education has been changing from memorizing facts to forming
character
1. Dickens, 0 "Hard Times", Chap. I.
2. Marsh, D. "Bostonia", Page 54, Vol. :aVTI
,
July 1927
c
i
i
There h»B b«en a Btrorvg movement on the part of eduoators
to enoourage aohool sports, student government (or cooperation)
Fnd the prectloe of ethloe In the hope of forming character.
Religion has occupied practically no place, havlnp: been rele-
gated to Sabbath School; and art has been looked on as en
Interesting pastime, good for the klndergwrten or the high-
brow, but not a means by which character might be formed. Yet
it would seem that religion and her handmaid art, are two greet
powers through which youth might receive a new vision of ideals
and VPlues
.
In this thesis, I shall endeavor to show how moral values
portrayed in Art can play an important role in influencing con-
duct through their power to form ideals and especially the ideal
of Loyalty. Not only during childhood should art be used but
through the adolescent period where the boy and girl dreams
dreams and sees visions and on through the years, beautifying
and enriching life. Art may become s way through which life
may be influenced; it is a means of building character.
Dr. Von Ogden Vogt ssys, *'^e try to help children to be
good for prsctlcel and socIpI ends, but aleo because goodness
Is ultimate, because it derives from a divine mandate. So also,
art will help us as an excellent means to other ends, but this
is not the chief reason for its being. One of the essentlele
of education, both general and religious, is beauty. To help
young lives to see and enjoy beauty is to help them apprehend
Qod
.
Foot note: The aesthetic theories which I have used are based
on those of L. BuermeyerL "The Aesthetio Experience"
.

3.
P/^-PT I.
41
4*
THE NAIWE OF IDEALS
AS w« study the history of the human raoe. It le Interest-
Ing to note the oolor end texture of Its morel dress, the Ideals
whloh make up the warp and woof of Its garment, a© the laeels
of a people grow dim, the oolor of the fabric fades and the
texture becomes poor. The secret of weavlnpr le lost end
•••s to pass to another raoe whloh has found the secret of
weaving the garments out of folden threads of valour, truth
and loyalty.
"To transnlt worthy Ideals from generation to genera-
1
tlon Is the prime task of eduoatlon", says B?gley. This
secret of weaving golden threads Is one which has to be
passed on from generation to generation. It Is In our keep-
ing for a little while. If we realized the fulness of this
responsibility, we should be more careful In the selection
of the materiel which we use In our education, for the forma-
tion of character Is largely In the hands of parents and
teachers
.
The word "Ideal" Is used so commonly these days that
It Is apt to lose Its v^lue and often convey a vague meaning.
The "Ideal Home" will be advertised by a contrectlng
firm as obtainable for ten thousaixd dollars. Then there
Is the Utopia, the Ideal Pay of the future, a 'bepu Ideal"
quite Impossible and unrealizable. Hegel says, "the pop-
ular fancy Is that Ideals are nothing but chimeras and the
Tl Bagley , "^Educational Values", p. 45-
£
5*
very dlfferont fenoy Is that Idesle are eomethlnp; far too
excellent to poesess reality, or eomething far too feeble
1
to procure it for themselveB •
"
Peycholopiical To the peychologiet an Ideol l6 defined
Definition- shdii*
ae mental^ or procesBee which involve the
whole organlBA.
Bagley states that "An ideal ie an idea whloh controls oon-
duot in virtue of its emotional warmth rather than in virtue
of ite intellectual cleameae or in virtue of the ecouracy
2.
with which it mirrors some environmental condition."
To Paul Voelker "an ideal is probably beet thought of
0B ooneletin^; of (1) a generalized notion or general concept
used as a plan or etandard of action, (2) recognition and appre
oiation of the preoticsl worth of this plan or standard, and
(3) a tendency (habit) to accept and obey the plan or stcndard
3.
to act it out in conduct."
To Marshall the emotional element la paramo/it, Our
ideals are Images of situations which we recognize at the
moment to be unrealized but which we long to see realized."
On the other hand Coe stresses the intellectupl element, "An
Idepl is a more dietant goal by reference to which we Judge
our particular purposes and correct them."
Thus there are intellectual, emotional and volitional
attitudee Involved. Dut an idepl seems to be even more
Involved for it is an urge toward an act of the whole self.
n 'Vallace, a. "Logic of Hepel", Oxford, 187^, p. 8.
2. Bagley, ^. C. "Muoational Values", p. 49.
3« Voelker, P. F. "Functions of Tdeale and Attitudes
in Social Kducation"
, p. 4?

Philoaophi08l The philosopher* b definition Is more oolerent
reflnltlon.
ProfeEBor ^arlatt defines an Ideel as "an
image (eeneory) plus a relation (intelleotual or rational)
pluB a purpoae (volitional) tied up to e eympathetlo nervous
system (emotional) and already partially fulfilled in its
reference to the aot (motor) toward which the purpose points."
It is formally real, but not materially so, until it has
been attained, when it oeases to be an ideal and becomes a
value* ThuB an ideel is a character vslue aecumed as possible
and declrable.
There are frood ideals and bad ideals. But in thlB thesis
I am not deeling with the destructive ideal but with the ideal
which is going to build character.
Phyeiologiopl basis Emotions have their phyeiologioel basis
of the erootlong
.
in the nervous system, ivhen an organ
reoelTSs a stimulus, the seneory nerves carry it to the cortex
of the brain. There It is registered and the response returns
over the motor nerve to the muscles. " rhen the bodily response
is rather profound and widespread, involving particular vis-
ceral and glandular mechanism, the resulting complex of
2.
sensations le called an emotion."
1. siarlptt, rarl f!!ecture notes, "Principles of Keligious
Education"
.
2. Gates, A. J., "The Psychology for Students of Education"
Page 18.

THE Rliaj^TIONSHIP OF IDEALS AND ART
Th« prooeea of forming l<5ealB aseumeB thre« phseee whloh
•re reftlly Inetentpnloue. These are, flret, the conception
of an Imefre and the aBslmllstlon of It; seoond , the emotional
element, which becoroeEj third, the volitional. Sio the artlet
hue elmllRr experiences In creating a work of art. The erection
reaulte from three prooeaaee: the discovery of a vclue, seen or
aupffested In neture or life: the Instinctive tendency to
understand and enjoy It; the expression of this VRlue In
pemanent forma of beauty.
Thus art Is the expression of an Ideal and may be a
method of presenting an Ideal.
The riscovery of a Velue .
Artiste ere men who have been bom with emotional natures,
enabling them to see further and feel more deeply than we
do. Ml men are born with Instincts but to some there Is
granted a pcreater Inslf^ht. The artist grasps vpluee which
we pre not mipre of and brings these to light, ''^n Instinctive
impulse.... elms to explore an object, to discover tralte
1.
which a first glance presages but does not reveal." An
Instinct Is then translated Into terms of experience through
emotion and becomes a value. This only happens when the
aptitude elready exists.
"The world In which such en Instinct finds Its satis-
faction Is a world of values only half perceived.... None
n Durmeyer, L. , "The Aesthetic Experience" P. ^8.

the lesB Its vclues are reel and ultimately are the real
1.
vsluea." Thue the artist oatchee eome experience that he
wishes to render permanent, and he wishes to fulfill this
inner urge to express himself and satisfy his hunger for
spirituel VFlues.
The Assimilation of the Image.
Instinct gives value to an object but this is not suffi-
cient. It is the "role of intelligence to suspend Judgment,
to broaden appreciation and to render anticipation, tentative
and subject to confirmation by fact The intelligent trans
2.
formation of instinct is art." Intelligence takes the imag
and tones it down, trimming off the unessentlals
,
interpreting
its value, thus crystslizing it. This development and trans-
formation is not the work of a day but it is one which takes
time and thought and pondering. The artist finds, "the sym-
pathetic insight into the real which, as Bergson says, is
3.
the essence of art." He becomes an intellectual interpreter
He does not merely copy nature but he interprets history and
lift for us. He has lifted a curtain and showed us vistas
of history and life and by so doing has shed meaning upon our
own age and upon our personal problems. Often the artist
accomplishes this by the means of symbols and the picture
means kittle if one does not understand these signs. If we
come to a picture with an empty mind, we will carry little
n Burmeyer, L. "The Aesthetic .Experience" , p. 4o.
f^2. Burmeyer, L. "The Aesthetic Experience", p. 40.
^3. Burmeyer, L. "Ibid", p. 4?.

ftway. The power to Interpret depends upon onee own personal
experience, perponellty end Benelblllty.
The Sxpreeslon of Emotion through creative Aotlvlty .
To eee and to understand are Important fEOtors but as
T^lsreell hes eald: "ian le only truly great when he cotB
from the peeslons, never Irreslatable but when he appeals
1.
to the Imagination." As emotion plays a large part In
forming an Ideal, so to art, emotion la the main spring from
which power flows. The artist must resemble Pygmalion. He
Bust have such passion for hlB idea that it possesses life
and emotion pnd thus becomes his ideal. "Art Ie an expression
of emotion which consists in envieer'7,lng the object with
those qualities which emotion has seized upon and laid bare
2.
as a revelation of its signlfioence. " The artist is the
creator of a world In which v/hat eludes and baffles us is
seized end bent to our wills. There is an urge within the
artist which he cannot resist and he feels compelled to
capture an emotion and put it Into concrete form, -ere it
not for this strong emotion art would be meaningless. This
is why eorae greet technicians fell, for they subordinate
emotion to form and thus lose the arresting quality in
their art. There are certs in definite ways through whioh
an artist creates emotion for it is hie task to infuse
errotion into a picture.
1. Buermeyer, L. "The Aesthetic Exr>erlence" . p. 88-
2 H •< •*

Th«r« ere mRny ways whloh the ertiet mey employ to
oonvey emotion and arouse feeling. The artist seleote first
the matter whloh he wishes to represent. Several artists
may paint the same subject and yet each painting is different
beosuse of the personality of the artist. That whloh appeals
to him will be what be will emphasize. For exsmple, Fra
Angelloo and Rossett* heve chosen "The Annunciation" as a
theme. Yet what a difference In the oholce of material chosen
by each artist I
Composition In expressing his art the artist will use
certain methods to convey his meaning* One
of the most fundaraentpl methods of aroufilng feeling Is through
certain types of oompoeltlon.
The linear method Is one by which the leading lines are
*eye-pBths* to the focus, whloh Is the point about vhlch the
mcterlale are organized . This Is a fact of Psychology. The
•ye Is sensitive to strong sensatlone rather than weak ones*
Therefore there Is a tendency for the eye to follow the line
between dark and light or from light spot to light icpot. This
In
oompoeltlon le used and msny pictures. It Is Interesting
to notice how the eye unconsciously comec to the foous of the
picture. This will be notice* in iSlllels' Boyhood of I^lr
Tifilter Tfilelgh, where the lines oonverrre on the lad's fsce
or 3$urlllo'B Immaculate Conception, where all the lines lead
to ?vTary'8 hands, folded on her breast.

11
^he Psyoholofrloal I'ethpd of corapoeltlon 1e also employed
•oinetlraes. attention sttrsctB etttntlon 1b e feet of psychology-
On« may eeelly attract attention by pointing clcyward when standing
on ft street corner and many will look upward. In a picture
when all the characters look In onf direction, the eye la also
attracted toward that center of Intereet. Xeamee' picture,
'*And when did you see your Father Laet?" will Ehovv thie
charpcteristlc. Often the linear and thie peychologicj-l method
are combined.
A third method is through emphasia . by mskln^ one fipjure
more prominent than the rest, or by contrasting light agclnst
dark or viee versa.
Vivid Imap;ery . The artist may enhance emotional veluee by
the vivid imagery and dramatic intenaity which
he adds to the ecene. He may do thie by the poee of the char-
aotere and the expreeaion on their faoea. T^motlon and states
of Bind are registered in the faoe and the artist has mastered
the technique of being able to reproduce these moods.
If one wants to live the emotions portrayed in the picture,
it 1b only necesBary to put oneself in Imagination, into the
attitude of the person painted, for there is a strong link
between mental and body attitudes.
""^olor Color ie another powerful Instrument for
conveying emotion. It is interesting to note
the emotions that different colors arouse. There is a direct
sensational value in color. Some ai*e warm, some are cold.
c
12
SitBt are gay an?l others dull. ^ hueh falle over the sudlano*
ae a blue night scepe, ib shown. Some of the lonellnesE end
ooldneaa whioh . pry muet have felt le revealed in ?5erBon*8
"Arrival at Bethlehem**.
nwtlon le alBO aroused by the ekillful composition and
blending of color. Titian is a nester of color. The red of
ChrlBt's robe and the blue of his cloak ae the ertiet has
Riven UB in "The Tribute ioney" are never to be forgotten.
There ia also a further field of meaning in color, for certain
oolorB are eymbolio. The old artiets very often used white
for purity, blue for constancy and hope, red for lovo or
passion. This study of syfflbolism opens new fields of meaning
and signifioance.
The Revelation of Spiritual Valueg.
The artiet goes further thpn seeing, understanding, and
feeling for himself alone. He reveals spiritual values to
others. His message is not for the superficial thinker.
He has tasted the sweet and bitter of life, the joys and sor-
rows and has read the heart of the universe and bo he builds
for us somethins^ which we lone for and lonr: to be. ''He
gives us fT^llmpEQe of a world nearer to the heart's desire,
than the aotupl world as Bume Jones expresses it in his
definition of a picture, I mean by e picture, a beautiful
romantic dresm of something that never was and never will
be, in a light better thsn any light that ever shone, in
a land no one ever can define or remember, only desire."
v. Buermeyer, L. "The .\eethetio Experience", p. 100.
40
13.
Thus the ertlst has embodied In his work an unfedlng beauty.
It Is ever old end ever new, for It Is the stuff of which life is
woven. If he has truly understood the human soul he will lead
the v/ay Into a promised lend which v/e could only see from afar.
ART APPRECIATION
Art Appreciation le an attempt on the part of the spectator
to understand end appreclete the val >eB expressed by the artist
end the process Is quite similar to that of the artist in creation.
First the spectator sees the picture. Then as the mind dwells
on the colors, the blending of values, the composition, the Ideas
expressed, there Is a sympathy aroused through understanding
the significance of the facts. Furthermore there is e desire
to possess for ever some of the beauty which the picture reveals,
and when there is character portrayed or some spiritual velue,
there Is en urge to t^ke It Into one's life.
Miss Margaret Slettery frequently tells the story of a
younfT; man, who hevlno^ pone to see en unusuel picture of Christ,
stands for e lon?^ time motionless, lost to the world, his eyes
fastened on the plot.ire fece. He Is heerd to say over and over,
"0 Man of Galilee, if there Is anything in all this city that
I cen do for you, you cen count on me , I will not Fell,
0 Man of Galilee."
Art appreciation is therefore a means of building ideals.
r-
r
FART II
r

tor GHBSD.
I «oul(3 be time for there ere those who trust me;
I would be pure for there are those who oere;
I would be strong for there is much to suffer;
I would be brave for there Is muoh to care
I would be friend to all« the foe, the frlendleee
I would be giving and forget the gift;
I would be humble for I know my weaknees
I would look up and leughl and love and lift.
Howard Arnold alter.
rr
THE NATURE OF LOYALTY.
In the first part of this theels we have dl»cuBB«d the
value of Ideale In the build In^^, of character and we have
shown how Ideals arise In our consolousnese. The mind must
be filled with Inages which when emotionalized, blosEom Into
deeds. ThlB Is why It Is so Important to fill the ohllds
mind with the beautiful Imaf^ery of art.
There Is »n Ideal which might be celled the keystone of
character and that Is loyalty. Loyalty gives unity to ell
the other virtues and binds them together; for without loyalty
character is not possible.
Definition. In times of war, loyalty Is a word very com-
monly used. She fl unts about In a very gay
dress! But after the peaoe treaty Is signed, this greet virtue
done s less conspicuous robe. /hy? It may be thet beoause
loyalty Is called upon to prove herself In times of war and
strese, that we think it a warlike characteristic and not one
that belongs to peaoe time. If loyalty be such a prized
virtue and ethical principle. It should be fostered In time
of peace. Joslah T?oyce says that ^loyalty when loyalty la
properly defined. Is the fulfilment of the whole moral law.
You can truthfully centre your entire moral world about a
1.
rational conception of loyalty.**
1. Royoe, J., ''The philosophy of Loyalty", p. 15^
r
16.
This B99mB a 8W«9plns Btatein«nt but ab we 6tu(1y it, and
test It, we find that loyalty enters into all our activity end
our ohoioes. To define loyalty is difficult for it is so far
reaching but we might say that loyalty is a devotion to a oauee-
"I don't want to be good, but I want to be good for some-
thing", said the little boy and he was something of a philosopher.
In hearing of loyalty, we want to be loyal but we want to be
loypl to something greater then ourselves, '/e need a cause.
The patriot 'ho dies for his country, the cpptpin who stands by
his sinking ship- have a cause to which they pledge their
loyalty. A cause is something which is personal as when one
is ready to ley do'-m ones life for it; and impersonal when
one ie ready to lose ones life in it.
A oause is something precious, something bigger than
ourselves, and its v?lue to some extent, lies in the feet
that it is a union of many in one common pureuit. A man
must have a cause to call forth his loyalty, We do not go
through this woria without some oause to which we give our
allegiance. This does not mean to say that all the causes
to which we give our devotion are good causes. The thief is
loyal to his gang; the scientist is loysl to the work he is
(^oing; both are loyal, but one is working ageinst humanity,
the other one for it. *il8n is free to choose the cause to
which he wishes to pledge his loyalty. How is he to know
that to which he should be loyal? How is he to know the good
from the bad, the big oause from the cause which will warp his
soul?

Loyalty There are different kind© of loyalties,
rieorlmlnflted.
the quality and vplue of which are de-
termined by the source and motive from which they spring.
There la a blind unintelligent loyalty which le a mere In-
stinct . It glvee Itself unhesitatingly, fully, not asking
the reason why;
"There's not to reason why
There's but to do and die".
There Is eomething beautiful In this dog-like fidelity,
but CO often It Is apt to pledge Itself to worthless causes.
Loyalty must be Intelligent or It Is harmful. It must be a
growing Idepl. It Is one of our greatest posseselons and
should be given only after thought and deliberation. 'e
should know what Is Involved In our promise. How far reaching
will my adherence be? Can I meet the obligations which go
hand In hpnd with my promise?
'7e opnnot be truly loyal unless we are convinced that
the cause we ere upholding Is the right one. If there Is
conflict with our conscience we lose that tenacity, which
chsrecterlzes loyalty. Our loyalty must be based on con-
viction. Knowledge and conviction will give us a cold
Judicial loyalty, calculated and passive. Loyalty needs
more. It needs the warmth of our love and allegiance. Love
will open our eyes to occasions where our loyalty Is required.
Love will also add a spirit of humility to our loyalty. There
are those who cheapen and harm the oeuse of loyalty by a
boastful spirit.

THE OBJECTS OF LOXALTX
Loyplty iB due There is a loynlty whioh we find early
to our lamed late
environment . developed In childhood which could be
called an Instinct. It menlfeete Itself
to the Immediate circle of the child's environment. It 1b an
Instinct fundamental to human nature.
Loyalty, though It Is e fundamentel virtue, has been found
difficult to teach children but there are certain things which
every child may understand and to which he Is very sensitive.
A child xmderstands what a proalse Involves. He learns what
it Is to be trusted and to trust. Pprente should treln a
ohlld In such things. It Is not long before the child knows
those In whom he m#»y put his confidence.
There are msny examplet of a child's loyplty to his
parents or to hie sisters and brothers, and there Is nothing
so beautiful as the staunch support and loyalty between a
family group. The reason "Beau (Teste" has made such an
appeal to the public mind le that the loyalty of the three
brothers to each other Is an Ideal quality which every family
would like to poesees.
The wonderful response which youth has made to the
Scout Movement Is because It has appealed to the loyalty
of the child who has found In It something which calls forth
all the chivplry of his nature. The three-fold promise Is
one pledge to loyalty. The good deed done dally glorifies
ft common task, as this action Is often done for mother or
neighbor. The young scout alro flnde In this oause an ex-
preftslon for the "gang spirit", which Is a oharaoterlstlo

of the Junior ag^, and it awakens in him longings for eome-
thing higher and better. Thie ie fine training for the future
duties of citizenBhip.
IiOyalty is due Patriotism or loyalty to one's country is
to the >»^tc te •
a feeling trhich one has, and is so generel
that even a desert is remembered with pleasure, provided it
is our own. "Patriotism is lifted to the elevation of the
ideal when it is so hallowed lay the affections and (?lorlfled
by the Imagination that the whole being of the man is thrilled
and moved by its inspiration, anc? drudgery beooTaes beautiful,
and suffering noble, and death sweet in the country's service.**
A country is a larger oause than that of family, we suffer when
It suffers, her wrongs are our wrongs, her victories are our
victories.
^e still hear the echoes of the songs the men sung as
they left us to give,
their merry youth away
For country and for God.'*
"ifake the world safe for democracy" , 'Your king and
country need you'', "La patrie est en danger', and other war
cries, will never frll to bring a response from men anrl women,
as a country will never call to her people in vain.
^e never can forget the sacrifices made by our own who
laid down their lives in the fields of Flanders. r>eaeuBe of
their sacrifice we must do all in our power to work toward
peace and universal understanding; this is where we will show
our loyalty to them and to our country.

20.
Although patrlotlBia 1b euoh a beautiful thlnr.» and le
lec^ltlmpte up to a oertpln point, It le apt to become narrow
and eelfish and our loyalty 1b r ourse Instead of a blee&lng*
Jealouey and rivalry oreep in, then war; and men and v/oraen
kill each other from no other reaBon then a misdirected
loyalty. LoyjBlty to one stnte is not where we re?? oh the
hl(B;he8t expreeplon of It. /e shall need to^all Btetes. Our
loyplty will need to be given oauees which effect hum? nlty.
It la interesting to read a speech made in 1891 by a lieut-
enant, for he h8B seen a truer loyalty than that of war.
" vhen ell men intelligently reoofrnlze their duty of loyalty
throufrh the entire circle of their relationship, there will
be no crime, no war. loBt minds are deficient in capacity
for sentiment. They applaud the hero who provee hlaasclf
loyul in the supreme trial of a e ingle hour. They frll to
recojrnize the grandeur of him who le faithful throup'h all
the yesrs of hie life. Heroes of war are by them more honored
thpn heroep. of peace. 'Then men are wise enough they will
cease to honor those who destroy. They will honor thoee
who create. FaithfulneBs to the duties of civil life will
be then reco^^nized as the highest duty of loyalty to the
nation. Then men acquire sufficient capacity for eentiaient,
histories of peace will stir minds to lofty thought and high
endeavor. They will then be liberated from narrow lives in
which small disturbances will excite undue Beneation. They
r
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will llva In thrt larger roelm where eeriBstlon Is Bom of
* noble 8<5mlr8tlon, where buhb and worlds Bwlng free In spBoe
and together with the Btprs, ohant the rhythm of the
universe. Between such people there oen be no ware, '^'o
unwritten Ipwb they will yield their obedience, the
1
Bun-klgsed mlet bluehee the besuty of the rrlnbow."
Loyplty jg due The Ideel of patrlotlem Is beautiful, but
to Humrnlty
.
we muBt make It Include not only m^. country
but all countrlee. Thle has been en Ideal held for mrny years
and which has been p. dreera thut has laeterlallzed In the League
of Nations . The men In power must abandon their latrlguee,
we must get rid of our prejudloea, bo that it may be a League
of Ruinpnlty and a League of D^^otherhood
.
We havt also the great cause of Industry. The Labor
Movement was one with the highest Ideale. The man who works
In the mill and the man who sltB In the presldeit's office
must have the same motive at heart. They must strive to mak«
the world a better plaoe to live In.
Louis Pasteur is a man who conaeoreted hlmeclf to
allevlatlntr elckneas and disease, first In Industry, then
for the people. He Is Just one of the many who have spent
and are spending their lives In fighting suffering and
disease.
iyhat about mothers and fathers who have done all to
train their children In high Ideals and who have been glad
to make any Bacrlfloe for their children's welfare? Tht
n Foote, A.R. , "The Tuty and Feward of Loyalty",
Published by the order of the
National Board of Founders of
The Society of Loyal Volenteers, .Vashlnfi'ton,D.C.
1891
r
teachers an<3 eaucatore are another loyal army. Their names will
not alwaye be found in the Livre d'Or, but their loyalty is eleo
gladly given in the cause of humanity.
too much emphasis. How are we going to keep a well balanced
end loyal life? Royoe saye, "Ml... my more natural...
accidental loyp.lties will be controlled and unified by the
principle th?t whatever my cause, it ought to be such as to
further, so far as in me liesy the cause of universal loyalty
I must choose forms of loyal conduct which appeal to my
own nature I shall serve causes such ae my natural tem-
perament end social opportunities suggest to me -5y com-
munity, my country will be served pertly because I find it
interesting to be loyal to them Nevertheless, my causes
oust form a system, they must constitute in their entirely a
single cause, my life loyalty. Unless this larger loyalty can
b« instilled into most of the individuals composing society,
many of the specific loyalties will have an anti-social bear-
ing. Not only that, but the specific habits of loyalty, will
sometimes fell to operate. Unless an employee holds to a
general ideal and attitude of loyalty, his specific loyalty
toward his employer will tend to give way at the first strain
of disagreement. But if he has a generalised spirit of loyalty,
minor disagreements will not produce a break in the relationship.
Royce, j., "Philosophy of Loyalty", p. 15, 231.
Loyalty is due
to God end to
our HlRheet uelf demand on our loyalty. Some ere evil.
There are so many oeuses which make their
some are good. Some become vi clous by
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It iB In belnp; "loyal to loyRlty", thet we will find the
right rosd. A oeuse oust be good for me a» well ae a&nklnd.
If ny loyalty to a oauee la harmful to the greater good of
fflanklnd, I em not being loypl to myself, "In ohoo&inf^ and In
•ervinp; the eauee to which you are to be loyal, be in any oaee
loyel to loyplty." The only way to ohooee a worthy cause is to
ohoose the best according to the dictatee of conscience. 'Joupled
with this ^hole-heprted loyalty we must have openmindednesE end
we must cling to this. One may make mistakes, but openminded
loyalty will be a spfe road to follow.
r
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ITS MANIFESTATIONS
"To 80t th« Cause above renown,
To love the grame Jpeyond the prize,
To count the life of battle good
,
deer the land thpt p;ave you birth,
And dearer yet the brotherhood
That blnde the breve of ell the esrth.**
Henry H. Newbolt.
I.Ike every precious thing, it is not eesy to posgees
loyalty. To be able to eaibrace the whole of humanity and
be true to It, cannot be done 7/lthout many a mental oonfllot.
"Thus to be loyal to this truly universal oommunity 1b to
affirm by one'e will whet we now eee is the only object in-
oable by Ite very nature of excluding any end which to anyone
1.
seems self-explajiatory.
Loyalty demands The moral life is a growth In loyalties,
Unflinching
Self-Lecrifice and as our ideals grow our loyalty grows
with thrji. Christ 'e temptation in the
wilderness was a choice between loyalties. Luther, as he
climbed the Scale Santa got a vision of wider loyalty and rose
up, and leaving ^ome, proclaimed a message which he felt was
a larger loyalty. Joan of 'ro, leaves her home and her sheep
in romr^my to answer the oall of her Voices. Such declelons
cannot be taken without a great conflict between loyalties.
There seems to be continually two roads opening before one, and
"Every man deoideth the way his soul shall go." Such choices
Must be whole-hearted in their demand on one's self-sacrifice.
Calkins, H.v;
.
, '^The aood Man and the Good", -p. 49.
HacMillan "lo. .Y. , 1923 •

W# epepk of c'ylnf^ for e ceuse and It 1b e brave thins
to die 8B Jorn or bb F^lth Cpvell or ae the Christians In the
Pomen arens or yot on the battle field. Loyalty eometlineB
demands the pu^rer.e epcrlfloe. There le another eelf-eacrlfloe
which le aleo worthy and that le llvlnp; for one's oauee.
Loyalty demands Loyplty In the dually life le BoraetlmeB
Pereeveranoe . hard to prROtloe and at times we feel our
work a burden and our eyea seem to have lost the virion. '.'e
are tempted to nueatlon 7hy? and perhaps we even wish to leave
our work but loyplty rallies ub to Its Bide again. "Loyalty
le a force thpt hol<^B a man to his Job even In moment6 when he
hates It and eeee no greet Blgnlflcanoe In It. 'Vhen this
kind of ^llndness fells upon us, loyalty euppllee a new method
of guidance towards the Bubstance of things not seen. Like
all faith, it holds to the visible framework of dally labor
by grim or Bmlllnfr determination. It bide uf to be prompt
«t the office, to answer ell letters at onoe, to look as brisk
and interested as we can till the mood passes and the fsmillar
1
objects and occupations resume their haloes." Dr. Cabot has
understood this great fact which he expresses so well and which
many are facing all over the world today.
Loyalty penetrates Loyalty penetrates every phase of our
•very interest of
life. life, for our will la free to choose
the CBUse to which we wish to give our
devotion. '.*e choose something which meets our needs and some-
thing which widens and deepens our experience. "This truth
1. Cabot ,^iohard C ''What :JIen live by" p. 67. Houghton and
Mifflin. Co., N.Y.,1924.
*c
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1b ln<1e«<5 •ternel, thiet our loyplty brlnrs ue Into pereonal
relatione with pereonel norlfl life, which values every loyal
1
d«e<5, an<5 needs that deed." It may be a email cj^use, It may
be a lost oauee. It may be one which embraoec the whole of the
universe but it le our oauee.
Loyalty deeerves our There auet be love and service and
warm hearted service.
warmth in our attitude to /rrd that
whloh we are pled^^ed, and a readiness to go the second mile.
No hirher and greeter loyalty will be found thpn that of
pledglm^ oureelves to Christ 'e cause and klng'^om and in return
we will hear the words of hie pledge us: "Lo, I am Tjith
you alway, even unto the end of the world.
Hoyoe, J., "Philosophy of Loyalty," p. 396
r
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P/iRT III.
CC
"Art eupporte loy^^lty whenever It aBEOoiatee
our osuse with beautiful objects, whenever it eete
before ue the eymbole of our oauB© in any worthy
exprcseion, andi whenever, Rp,p,in, by showing us any
form of the beautiful, it portrays to us that very
sort of learning and unity thrt loyalty ceaselessly
•ndeavors to bring into human life. Thus viewed,
art may be a teaoher of loyalty."
Royce.
<
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EXPRESSION OF THE ICEAL OF LOYALTT lU ABU
We have aeon how the artist builds en Idesl In cresting
a picture pnd It wre sugf^eBted that he wae able to reproduce In
the Bpeotfitor the Beme emotion es he had had In creating his
picture, "' hen ^pphael aohleves a Cletlne i-ledonne, It Is
not merely one more beautiful picture to heng In the Dresden
Gallery, but an Idepl over which centuries brooded and prayed
1
la made real for all time."
Art appreclptlon must be taught. The full raeenlng and
•stage of the artist to the world cannot be revealed at a
glance. P picture that has taken years to pelnt and which
has been en Inspiration to generations must be lived with
so as to be understood In a sympathetic way.
The following study of pioturee le not e study from
the aesthetic standpoint but Is an endeavor to find the
BlgnlfloRnce of the work of the artist-
The pictures ere not masterpleoea but they will suggest
great thoughts and will appeal to the Imagination and the
heart and In those who are responsive they will kindle the
Ideal of loyelty.
Loyalty has been shown to be a growing Ideal so that
the pictures show the growth of loyalty throup;h the different
stages
.
<5rlggs, E.H., "Philosophy of Art".
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Hlxemplee of pictures showing the theme of Loyslty.
^ LOYALTY IN O'JT^ IX.^SDIATE ENVIRONMENT
"And when dia you laat your Father" .Yearees ,'".X.
LOYALTY TO THE STATE
Coronation of Charlea VII at Khelma. Lenepveu.
LOYALTY TO HUM/NITY
Saint Genevieve bleaelng the City. Chevennea.
The Doctor, sir Joelnie Flldes.
if«n are Square. 'lerrlt Beneker.
r40YALTY TO GOV AJflC TO OUK HIGHEST SE3-F
Daniel's answer to the King
riana or Chrlet* Edv/in Long.
Chrlet tempted by Satan. Comicellue.
There are msny pictures which can be used very effectively,
lllustretlng the Ideal of loyalty. The picture selected
should not be enalyaed and crltlcleed and theorleedl The
•esentlel part 1e the vnlue of the mesBe^e. This should be
brought out by leading and thoughtful questlone on the part
of the teacher. If the teacher hae Inalprht Into the vclues
of a picture, and appreciation for the beautiful, he will
be able to treln the children In appreciation of beauty and
spiritual v?lue. It will become lncreaeln;Tly easy for the
boy and girl, who are awake to beauty and Ideals to become
creative in their turn and will surprise the teacher by the
e
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Inelght thsy show In Interpretation and appreciation.
How to study a
plcturt.
Dr. A.E.Beiley ha« a elmole but very
effective way of examining a picture.
He advooatee:
Pinching the facts
Flnrllng the fooue
Flndln^r the raeseege
Finding the meaning.
''lien teaching picture veluee It is advisable to use
the queetlon method almost entirely when desllnpi; with children
of Intermediate age. It le a more subtle wRy of teaching; but
much more effective for it provokes thoup.ht and discussion.
It will hpve been neceecsry to teach the olaes how to
study a picture se that the message of the artist may be
conveyed to the students.
Findinp; the fects. The details of a picture must be mastered.
T^np's picture, "Christ or Plane" as it is full of sugfrestive
detsil.
The bf5ckp;roun(^ Is a great Arena with its Greek columns
and the stadium filled with spectators. This must be some
^?reat city, ^rreek or Pomsn. The soldiers are Romrn eoldlers,
for we know this by their lances. Exfiaine tne group at the
left, seven girls standing round the altar of the goddess
Tiiena. Some of them hpve been playing muslciQ instruments.
Two girls are seated beside an old priest. One of the girls
holds a Jewelled box. 'That might it contrin? ..hat are the
girls thinking? what city did the goddess rians make famous?
Recall an indldent (Acts. 19) suggested by her name.
^e an exsjuple we shall consider Edwin

Then we mey turn to the group at the right. The eolfller
lover anfl the other soldiers, the 'frlosn and the :::r::7ptl8n.
The young girl whoee hend covers her heart and whose ga%e 1b
fixed "beyond the picture.
The 73cue of the The artist we have -laid le an Intelleotual
picture .
Interpreter and has arrsnged the facte so
as to convey weaning and emotion. In e previous chcpter, It
was noted that a certs In technique was used to as to arrest
the attention, Interpret the meBnlng and aonvey emotion.
T/here Ic the center of Intereet? \jhat method has been
used to make the Christian eA^^l the locut of the picture? All
•yes are turned on her, Turtherraore the contrp.Et of her white
figure ap;plnet the dark baokground makes her the most promi-
nent figure In the picture. The leading lines In the picture
converge on her (see back of the picture).
The picture is bound into unity through this method of
composition and makes it not only a source of aesthetic
pleasure but a key to the meanlnr of the picture.
The niefinlnty of the «»hy has the artist chosen such a
picture
.
setting? The Arena was the gathering
place of the city where gladlatore fought. Slaves and
Chrlstlsns were given to beasts. Vhy are the Foman Eoldlere
so heavily armed? Rome is a great povfer but ever watchful and
on guard. She has conquered but must hold her conquest with
an Iron hand.

Her po'37er extendB far, for we have her« preaent an Egryptlan
who stands at the rlpht, next to the Ohrletlsn pjlrl. He eerat
to be oheoklng off a list of those who refuse to eolcno^ledge
nana. Rome hac aleo extended into 'frlos for here la a Nubian,
cled In a leopard Bkln. He hae probfibly been brought to Epheau*
because of hie strength, to swell the ranks of the gladiators.
The eeconci power is riana, the great Diana of the Ephesians.
She le represented by the group of youni? j^lrle and priests,
grouped around the carved silver shrine of the goddesB with
the vestal fire burning before her.
The girls are keenly interested in the outcome of the
scene before them. Sojae syicpathise, others are merely inter-
ested, others are astonished that anyone would cere to forego
the act of worship. The old priest's face Is one which will
take on easily a look of condemnation for his eyes have a
burning quality in thea. The man on the extreme left has a
typical Roman face. H« will be the one to pronounce Judge-
ment. He 1* calm and interested and he will be Just, accord-
ing to his views, but will not have mercy. These tvro forces
are summed up in the anxious lover, a heathen and a soldier.
The third power Is that of Christ. The young Christian
girl's ©yes are not focused, she seeirs to see gooieone In the
distance. There is a prayer on her lips ps she turns to l-od
at this time. She Is undecided and her heart beats fast with
emotion. She hears the distant roar of the beasts and knows
the fate that awaits her if she renounces riana. There Is
her lover, there is life to lose; on the other hand- what
\
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woul<1 happen If she denied ^hrlet? The Joy and peace would
leave her heart, no communion with Him, nothing tout darkneee.
Then aleo- Ghriet'c cause, what of It?
The algnlfloenoe The significance of the picture le eug-
of the Picture .^—
—
gested In the title, "Christ or riana?^
HeE the girl decided what answer she will give? " ,het would
you do under these oiroumBtanoeB, what ought you to do? vVlll
you love or despise the girl If she refuses to sprinkle the
salt, end reraelns true to her Christian vows? .... /nd here Is
my pprpllel case. hst shall I do with this Im who Is called
1
CThrlst?** 7/111 it be the highest loyalty or will the
leseer loyalties satlcfy? The picture will constcntly raise
the question in the mind of the girl who during the Inter-
mediate pge 1b thlnklnc, feeling, deciding upon the ideals
she will choose to follow.
Conclusion This methofi of studying a picture will
bring out some of the values the artlet
atant to convey,
a. HlB compoBltlon as a means of creating a
focus of attention.
b. Hie choice of detail thst sug^f^eete the
environment to which loyalty is the proper
reaction.
0. Hie drFmatizetion of the emotional etresses
which raise in the mind of the spectetor a
desire to react- personally in that way under
parallel situations.
1. Bailey, A.E
,
"The use of '^rt in Religious Education"
,
p. 73
rC
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The other ploturee mpy be 8tudle<1 In n sirallf-r wey.
Questions and Interpretations have been prepared on the
batle of the method ueefl In the study of T;>^wln Long's
"Christ or ^lana?"
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**And "/hen did you last see your Father?
Csn you laentlfy the Nationality and era by the costumes?
IHiat period of history 1b this?
^y le the question such an IrEportant one?
^hat Is the reapon for the mother's anxiety?
What are the (different people thinking?
What will he the child's answer?
What are the traits of character you see In the little boy?
^at would you snewer under such clrouaistRnceB?
??ould a lie be Justified?
"rhy or why notv
Is It ever necessary to be dlBloyal to youreelf so to be
loyal to others?
Has your loyalty toward your family been tested?
Under what clrcumstanceB?
4
37.
'V-nd when 6i6 you leet see your Father?" 'VllllBffi Yeamas.
It le during the Btlrrlng days of the Commonvrealth In
l^nglaad. The Koundheeds have come to the oeetle of a sus-
pected nobleaan and found that he has gone, or perhaps that
he is hiding. The only Indication of the absent father is
a palntlnp hrnglng on the wall, part of which we can see.
The room le plain Ijut richly furnished . A brass shield
reminds ue of the old days of chivalry. In the left hand
corner, there le a large chest which has been opened and
searched
.
The family Is gathered together here and the door Is
guarded by a soldier whoa we dimly see. ft tjroup of Found-
heeds sit around the table which is covered with a red cloth.
At the left stand the anxious mother, a beautiful figure
dressed in the fashion of that time. Her face is very
anxious.
.e feel that it is not a raomentery anxiety for the
lines of worry are deeply imprinted. She has watched for
days and has become fatigued by sleepless nights.
On her ehoulder leans her elder de\;r,Jiter, who grins en-
couragement from her mother who Is tugging at her ekirts.
3y this movement, both gsin encouragement. A great big
trooper stands facing the table. He has hie hand on the
little Plater's shoulder. The situation 1b too tense for
her, end she is weeping.
The center of this group is a little fair haired
Cavalier boy, the son of the household. He Ie dressed In
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B blue satin tult end etende on a footstool before the
tfible. Hl£ sttltude Ir. thpt of a little soldier, i'e la
faolng hie queetioner, a young Puritan, who has kindly face,
who Is asking the little fellow the question, v'hlch gives th«
title of the picture, "And when did you lest see /our father?**
A Borlbe ie ready to ta'ce down every uttered word and
another stands beelde him with a cheet bound with iron bends
which he le trying to pry open. Overeeelnfi; thle Is a Puritan
with p stern face. Apparently, the sceae does not Impress him.
There are t^o other figures In the group, both of them
soldiers. One of them Ic sitting on a bench. He does not
seem to be very Interested In what is taking place. It may
be that he has ridden herd bringing Information and 1b ready-
to sleep. The other soldier Is sitting at the left of the
questioner. Je are sure that he Is a father for tnere Is
a tender look on hlc face and pity In hie expression as
he thinks of his own little boy at home.
This is a dramatlo moment. You feel as If you want
to wait and see whf>t Is going to happen; whpt his answsr
will be.
The life of his father is in the child's keeping.
But there le no need for fear for he belongs to e raoe
of the loysl and the true. If he oannot answer the truth,
hs will be silent and firm. The set Jaw and straight
backbone carry out this impression. This is a test of
loyalty and the child will meet it I

Mr. Quigley, ourator of the Walker Art Gallery, gave
thle explanation of the way Yeamea painted this picture:
"It may Interest you to know that we wrote nt one time
to Mr. Yeamee to ascertain whether the picture lllustreted
an actual hlstorloel incident and hie answer was, had,
at the time T painted the picture, living in my house e.
nephew of on innocent and truthful disposition, and it
occurred to me to repreaent him in a situetion where the
child's outepokennesB and unsonBciouaness would lead to
dissetroaB consequences, and a ecene in a country house
occupied by Furltene during the RelDelllon in Snglend
1
euited my purpoee.* "
1. omith, S.ji.H., "Art and Anecdote'* p. 174.
I(
t
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"The rioronption of Charlee VII at Rhalma'*^ Jules upfenepvew.
Mural decoration, rpntheon, ?erls.
Identify the people in the picture,
^hat cathedrsl le this?
'^hy such rejoicing?
roes the lcin>7'e ex-^reeelon seem to Indicst© one of strong
chprecter
;
T/hst would you think ere the thoughte passing In the
•rcbblehop*8 mind ?
«fh8t le the focue of the picture?
TThy is it euch a triumph for Joan?
"'hfit congtltutes the real greatnese of Joan?
If you rrere convinced that all of your noble Impulsee were
sent direct from heaven, what would he the coneequeno«i
in your acts and character?
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'*CoronEtlon of Charles VII at HhelmB". Julee ^:\Afr,en9 Lener)vew .
Siurpl deooratlon. Tf.ntheon, Parle.
Boston Public Library.
Lenepvew 737.5170.3
FhelmB "JRthec'rpl brings to one's mlnr? m&ny pictures and
many memorlee; to a Frenchmrn, this 1b his Bethel.
Kings have been orowneri in this oia 'Cathedral from
the Twelfth to the Nineteenth Century and yet this Is the
coronation whl<2h has meant perhaps more than any other- not
for the impressive beauty of the scene and the greatnccc, of
the Kinp;, but for what it meant to the true hearted and
loyal Joan of '^ro.
The scene is in the beautiful "/athedrrl and the sun-
licrht is streaminp; throup^h the stained f^lass windo^^e on
this summer morninc', of July 17th, 14?9. There ie a large
company gathered here, surrounding the high altar, knightB
and nobles and prelates of the church.
-anners are waving
and trumpets are sounding end hearts are beating hl^Ja. with
hopes and courage, for Oharlee is to be crowned King of
France I
liveryone has on the richest robe he has been able to
seoure In the hurried preparations since the entrance of
Charles Into the city. The great Catnedrol is full of
soldiers wevinc: their pennons and banners. Beside the King
kneel two of the most influenolal nobles in France, d'Membert,
who is carrying the unsheathed sword of S;:tate in one hand and
r
In the other the white ana ^old. voyel etpn^ere. The other
Knight (3 VMen^on le hol<^lng e cushion on which lies the soeptre.
Their e/.preer-lona betray soorn Tor they do not hsve the highest
reepeot for this wealc Klnjt who is to r«celve their pledge of
loyalty.
The arahblEhop of "'helms areRF-^d In «11 the p:rfindeur
which beoocies hie office, Is pleclnjr the orown on the head of
Ohnrlet? who kneels In front of him on a hrsseoc^t. "eslet.lng the
the prelate are tv/o other Blchope, the Bishop of Chplona and
the Bishop of Laon and tvro choir boys ev.'lncrlnff; censers.
The prchblshop * s face wears t spd ex-^resplon, he knows
the weaknecB of this youn^^ Klnp,, his love of pleasure and In-
dolence. Perhpps he has some oromonltlon of what ilea in the
future. The Final's face Is week and purposeless.
He Is dressed as a knight. Over hka armour, he wears
the roysl blue mentle sprinkled with the p.olden lilies of
France. The cloak le richly lined with ermine.
Beside hla stands Joan of Arc, the girl whose will and
courage hss brought about this nrrest df^y. She Is clsd In her
blue steel armour over which she wears a richly woven cloak.
In her rlf^ht hand Is her unsheathed eword and In her left,
she holds her white banner on which we oan dlstlnp^lfh her
patron saints, St. 'ilchel, St. CJatherine and St. i'argaret
and the words, "Jesus Mprla**. "It had bom the burden, It
should shere the o-lory" , she said.
There are two centers of Interest In this picture.
The lines will be seen to converge at the archbishop's hands.
<4
toward whloh every one Is turned. Thle le the first center
of Interest; the other Is Joan. She Is turned towRrd the
King but Is looking upward and beyond.
It iB the greatest day In the Mald*8 life. It Is the
triumph of Ix)yalty. The fall of Orleans was one stepping
stone towards this day. She sees her mlsBlon finished and
sings In her heart. Her face expresses worship and emotion
end thankfulness. She Is only present In body. Her spirit
Is away In the fields near Domrimy listening to the voices
whloh tell her of her mission. She is also returning thanks
for all her mercies. The long days of march, the fighting,
the difficulties encountered ere all forgotten as she
itands beside her King and that joy and thankfulness is
reflected In her beautiful spiritual face. It is to her the
fulfilment of a dream-
'^He whom a dream hath possessed knoweth no more of
doubting
For mist and the blowing of winds and the mouthing of
words he scorns
Hot the sinuous speech of schools he hears,
but a knightly shouting,
And never comes darknese down, yet he greeteth
a million moms.'*
Joan had a dream, she has greeted a million morns, but
to her thle day in Rhelms Cathedral was one when her sun
shone brightest.
rr
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St. Genevieve bleBslnp: the City. Puvls 6e Chavannes.
Give 0 brleff eummary of St. Genevieve's life.
What Is this olty?
What Is the river?
Where Is the woaan standing?
Would you say that this woman Is a saint?
What Indloatlone are there that she Is one?
What are St. Genevieve's thoughts as she looks over the olty?
Can you name any other women who have been ready to sacrifice
themselves to save others?
Would you consider Joan's loyalty greater than Genevieve 's? uDv^y 1
i
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St» Crenovleve "blesBinp; the City. Puvlg de ChavcnneB .
There Is no halo around this saint *b heed, no rapt
itasy; she it juet en elderly woman who has put on a hig
^ shawl and has stepped out into the moonlight from her room
where she has left the lamp burning. Just before retiring
for the night she looks over the quiet oity below, the towers,
the steeples, and houaes and beyond the city walls the river
Seine, looking like a ribbon of silver and reflecting the moon.
Genevieve looking over Paris, her Paris, sees a vision of
long ago rise before her. Noise of tumult, of hurrying feet,
of ories that the horsemen are arrlvinp;, come to her ears.
All of this experlenoe lives before her again. Her heart
feels the beat of emotion that she had ae she went out to
oalm the people and tell them of God's revelation to her, and
the triumph she felt as the Norsemen left the shores without
harming anyone. Of the cries of Joyfulness and thanksgiving!!
Ever since then she has the habit of coming out of her room
Just before going to sleep and looking over Paris, watching
over its fortunes, preying aod*s blessing on the sleeping city
which seems oblivious to her presenoe* Loyalty to humanity
is not always a glaring, trumpet sounding quality. There is
perseverenoe and faithfulness. It was not only at the moment
of greatest need that Genevieve showed her loyalty, it 1b Just
a part of her that unconsolously 1b that way.
The watchman passes along the narrow street below crying,
"Sleep in Peace, ye oitisens, all is well". Yes, Genevieve,
all is well, but you lift your heart age In in prayer and say,
"May all be well for aye and for the highest good of this my
beloved oity."
c
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"The rootor". Sir Joshua Fildes .
TJhat kind of home 1b thle?
H&8 It been a happy home?
Have the perente given up hope?
What evldenoes ere there that ell remedies have been of no avail?
T7here la the Father's attention?
What 1e the fooue of the picture?
Is the little girl living?
What is the doctor thinking of?
Does hl6 face show character?
Could you trust him?
Why would one say that he Is loyal?
Doei It require loyalty to be a doctor?
List a few men of science who have been loypl to the cause of
humanity
i
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The rootor". Sir Joshua Flldes
The cottage has seen such heppy days. There is still
•vldenoe of It, now when all is so quiet and still. The bird
has Bun^ in the window and flowers have made the room gsy. To-
night all is changed. There is sickness and sadness and the
shadow of death In this room. All has been of no avsil, the
basin and Jug and cap and bottle of medicine ere indications
of the care j^lven.
The parents have been watching and preying all night long.
The vigil has broken down the Mother's self control and she sits
by • table in the corner of the room, her head on her arms* her
hands clasped as in prayer.
Beside her stands the father. He has one hand on his wife's
shoulder comforting her, but his anxious haggard face shows the
chief interest- the child in the centre of the room.
The focus of interest is there. The lamp on the table at
the left, li'^hts up the little white form that is so quiet and
still on the improvised bed . She is unconscious of the anxiety
she has caused, reside her sits the doctor. His calm and
intent face is the principal foous of this whole picture.
He is leaning his chin on hie hand as one does when in
thought and he seems to say, "Is tViere anything else that
I can do?" Ts the crisis past? His look Is on the child's
face and his practiced eye will detect any slfcn for better
or for worse. It is not the first tine that this man has
wrestled with death. He has gained the love and confi-
dence of people as we oan Judge by the look in the Father's
faoe
.
r<
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This doctor Is typical of thoueands of dootore who art
•monf; that band of loyal workers who will live for the help-
ing of humanity. It la not a momentary loyalty, called forth
by a flaeh of opportunity It Is a life long service, day or
night ready to wage the great fight against suffering and slolc-
noBS. Greater battles are fought, and won beside a sick bed
perhaps than on the battlefield. Many of the great men and
woacn who have done much for the oause of humanity have been
saved at a critical point In their childhood by the faithful
loyal service of a doctor. Lincoln and Browning and Lloyd
Oeorge were all at one time saved, humanly speaking by one
who has been faithful to his duty.
It has meant years of work, study to acquire the knowledge
of how one should relieve pain and suffering; it has meant
•leepless nights and days of t411.
We think of Ppsteur of Ume Curie, of Grenfell and of others
who have spent their lives In the cause of humanity. Loyal to
their ideal throucrh misunderstanding and poverty, receiving no
encouragement for the work they were doing but with hlfih courage
and loyal purpose. They have followed in the path of the Great
Physician.
r


*^Men ere Snuare" , ?errlt Seneker.
"ihtrm le thle man?
What iB hie work?
What does h« ssem to esy?
Would the red color of his ehlrt suggest any symbollsai?
What was the artist's message In pointing a workman?
Is the task of a workman something to be proud of?
To what Ofiuse le he loyal?
Which 1e of greater Importance, the mpn in the president'
office or the men at the forge?
To what opuee can they both be loyal?
4
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":^'en are Square"* GTrlt BTieker .
"Round swinge the hammer of Induetry,
t^uickly the sharp chleel rlnge:
And the heart of the toller has throbblngs
That Btlr not the boeom of klap;6.
He the tmae ruler and conqueror
He the true klnf?: of hie race,
T7ho nerveth hie arm for life*B oombat,
And looks the strong world In the faoe."
r.I, iaoOarthy.
Thie worker seems to have stopped hie work for a moment,
^e opn hear the noise of the great cranes and the roar of the
fire In the forge, "e can see the blue dlstfincee through the
smoke and we smell the odors of heated metal. This men stands
with his arms croeeed and his hat pushed off his fore-head. He
Is typical of mpny other workers who toll In the great ateel
mills throuf^hout the world. The fire of the forge lights up
hie features and we see a strong faoe. He would deal square,
he would be true, he will be loyal t6 hlB boee and fellow work-
men. His eyes go right through you.
His Phlrt le red and reminds us of the things which this
color 6ymboli2.es: love, enthusiasm, creative pov^er, heat, energy,
courage. Tt is the color worn by Sir Gplahad. lo this man not
like 'rfilahad? His strong arms with their powerful muscles
tell us that they have been hardened in the service of humanity.
He has also a quest to aohieve, he has also a mission to fulfill.
^<Mien*8 sewing needle, the sides of the great ships, the
canon that brings destruction and the spirit of iit. Louis,
the bringer of peaoe and good will ere all made of steel,
fashioned and worked in factories by men such as this.
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Yet this Is not what the artist wanted bo muoh to show us
ai the personality behind the tall ohimneye that beloh out
•DOke. They are men who are square, who think and work
and live and love, not mere maohines end Robots. If they are
men who are helping the world onward, they muet be «en who
are loyal not only to their boss, and to the work whioh is
the meane of feeding the family but theirs is a greater loyelty.
They have their share in a greater task, for their labor is
more then that of feeding the body. They mast be loypl to
humanity, for they have a share in shsplng this universe.
Their work Ir of vplue and they are of vplue. 'Then man
realizes this, it will not be nan working for mpn but it
will be man working with man toward a greater end. Then will
oome the day when "they shall beet their swords into plowshares
and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift up
1
sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more."
and in this industry will have its shere. It will help in the
tuildlng of a warleee world.
"T^ery mason in the quarry, every builder on the shore,
Every woodman in the forest, every boatman st the oar,
Hewing wood and drawing water, splitting stones and
cleaving sod.
Ml the dusty ranks of labor in the regiment of God.
JJ^aroh together toward His triumph, do the task
His hands prepare;
Honest toil is holy aervioe, faithful vrork is
praise and prayer. "2
1. Isa. 2j4
2*. Vsn Dyke, H. "The Open Poor", p. 18
i
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Daniel *B Answer to the King *
Read the account In rBnlel,22.
Whet Impression doe» Daniel give?
TThere is the kln^?
Toee Daniel see him?
T>o the llona aee him?
What detellB show that Daniel has been degraded?
What others show his rank?
T7«» Daniel right in hie attitude toward the Klnp;*8 oommandfl?
Has it eaey for him to disobey?
What 1b the difference between facing the coat end refuslnn^ to
sot for fear of the price?
Art we loygl in certain thlnfrs or in all thinRS?

Daniel's Answer to the Kirur.. Briton Piviert*
The picture is very eimple, a oell with a flag atone
floor on whioh are ecattered a few bonea. The beaeta are reat-
leas and puzzled. They are in oonatant movement. The muEolea
ripple under their akin. They are alive.
Daniel, the prophet, ia loolcinp^ up, calm, etraight, serene.
Even with his baok to them, the lions dare not epproaoh. The
uneeen engel is keeping them at bay. laniel is dressed in hie
CTOot dress. The richly wrought sash around his waist and the
deep fringe indicate his former power and standing in the court
circles, iHit he has no covering for hie head end his feet are
bare. Both these are sic^ns of degradation; and to emphasize
this further hie hands have been bound.
v/e cannot see the loophole from whence the light streams
into the oell. There is not even a shadow cast by the King who
is etandinr outside, yet we know that he is there, not only by
Taniel's attitude but by that of the lions as well. The lion's
eyes are a study in themselves.
The nirht must have seemed long to Teniel and the den,
cold and dark. The only light was that of the lion's eyes
whloh shone in the dark as they prowled around him. To add to
the prophet's feeling of helplessness and discomfort, his hands
were bound. Pawn came at last and then dry. There is e noiss
of ruBhing feet, a man calling, and a stone is pushed away,
letting in more light into the dark den. Then the Kind's voice I
**0 Daniel, servant of the living f>od, is your God whom you worship
continually able to save you from the lions? And here is Daniel

answerlnj!^ the klnp: with a not© of exultation In his voloe,
'^O king live for ever! Ood has sent hie angel and shut the
mouths of the llona; they have not hurt me. For God found me
Innooent, nor have I done you any Injury, 0 King."
There le rlwa/o a verse of a hymn whloh oroBsee one's
mind In lookin/s; at this picture:
Dare to be a Daniel
Dare to stand ©lone
Dare to have a purpose fine
And dare to make It kno^'m.
That Is what loyelty means. Dpnlel's chrrp.oter Is all
revealed In this picture. His face Is that of a man who has
experienced life. Daniel knew what he was risking in being
loypl to ^od. He has a strong face; the set of the mouth
and Jaw shows that he imew how and when to say "yes" or "no".
There would be no compromise between higher anri leeser loyalties
His affection for the King and the King's esteem for him as
revealed in this story did not Influence Daniel in seeing
where his real loyalty was due. There is a slight smile
around hie llpe for it was loyalty gladly given, an eaenol-
pation for which he risked his all but which he felt was
worth even hie life. How many are those who reaching a plaoe
of power and honor compromise with loyalty and In oonsequenoe
lose the po\7er and Influence they wielded. 7e need Daniel's
vision to keep our loyalty untpvmished, losing all to find
all. ould that there were more among politicians, leaders
In industry, lawj'ers and other in power of whom^ one might
say, He dared to have a purpose fine, he dared to make it
known! " for loyalty demands courage.
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'*ghript Tempted by Ssten" , Cornollue .
(Theat questions ere teken with e little adaitlon from
A.E.E»lley*8 '^.ellfaon in Art ;:.erle6")
"Thy Is the devil behind?
Whet does hie face euggestV
does he not hold the orown so that Jesus csn see it?
doesn't he plaoe It on his head?
should there be a orown at all?
TThst does the position of Jesus' ht-nde signify?
VHiat hints are given of the length of the struggle?
Has Jesus the faoe of a dreamer or a practical man?
^ould you love such a men?
Vihat is he looking at?
What do the eyes say to you?
Is this conception of the incident as satlsfsctory as Hofmann's?
Are there any events in your pereonrl experience thst cm be
explained only by the activity of the devil?
Just what was the experience that Jesus went through?
State it cleprly in plpin prose.
Wh9t prinolplec of life dW Jesus here adopt for the duture?
Are these vi*tal for us alsoi or applicable only to the Uessiah?
^at WAS Jesus ' rionoeption of iwIesBlahship?
Which ie mora important in the attaimient of en ideal,
loyalty to the principle or to the method of e'jhlevement?

$6.
Qhriet tempted ^gten» Clomellus.
The temptetlon 1b one of Christ's great experlenoee that
he shared v/lth His disciples. It was a great cross road In
His life. The artist hps given us here a men who Is striving to
find the ''High ^oad" to duty. The forty days have been long
and the blood shot eyes Rnd dishevelled hair give some indica-
tion of the strnln and mentpl conflict He has undergone. Hie
ohln rests on His right h^nd In an attitude of thought, but th«
other hfind clenching the wrist Is tense. There Is no fear in
the face, but thoughtfulneos and yearning. It is the feoe of
one who realized the Importance of the issues Involved.
Behind Is the ehsdowy form of Satan, the d&rls: face and
wlnge; the claw-lllce hands, all suggestive of evil. In his
hands he holds the crown but they will not have the power to
piece It on Christ's brow without the later 's will.
Jesus Is consolouE of the presence of Satfn though H«
do«B not eee him.
The old Greek dr&matlsts op.used their victims to fell on
niln beocuse of a mysterious Testiny. Today, the word which
characterizes the thought of many in the east Is ".^^adbouh"
.
It Is written. Later on Shakespeare with greater insight
and understanding makea his hero say:
"The feult dear Brutes, is not In our stars
But In ourselves, that we are underllnrs"
.
"Hamlet wrestles with his o^Yn hesitant, shocked
soul; jfaobeth with hie own ambition and remorse;
Othello with hie own unaatlable J er lousy. The
greatest characters of Chai^espeare 's tragedies
are all having it out with their own souls.
Every man's fate is in himself."!
To what will they pledge their loyalty?
1, Foedlok, H.E. , "Twelve Teste of Character", p. 91
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The Btrugirle In thle picture 1b behlna the eyee. C^.hriet'B
temptetlon Is a oholce betv?een loyalty and leeser loysltlee. Th«
revelation at b?».ptlem was that he was the kieeslah. All the love
for his no<5 and hie country was enflammed at this revelation.
How would he best estpblleh God's kingdom? His temptetlon was
a choice between the Bpeoteoular and the slow prooeae of »elf
•acrlflce. -Tlth the pov/er to change etonee into brepd , there
would always be a poselblllty of feeding nn army, a spectacular
appearance from heaven would have meant an immediate recocrnl-
tion from the Jews, Perlseee and Saduoeee. The temptetlon to
become King would be a aieans of eBtsblishlng God's Kingdom on
earth but this would need to be throuf^h force. It took forty
days for Jesus to decide the highest course to follow and the
battle was fought end won. Jesus saw that the only way to
establish His Kingdom was through love and service thus only
could he be loypl to his calllnicr. The way chosen was the herd
road, but the high road of Loyalty.
Speak History 1 who are life's victors? Unroll the long
annuls and say,
Are they those whom the world called victors who ron the
Buccese of the day?
The martyrs, or Nero? The Spartans, who fell at
Thermopylae's tryst
Or the Persians and Xerxes? His Judges or ;:-oorateB?
Pilate or CJhrist?
For a very fine interpretation of this picture, sec /^.E.
Bailey's "The Gospel in Art", Pllgrim^B Press, 1927.
r
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PART IV.
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TESTING thf: fecult on the student
The method of teaching loyelty throuf^h pictures which
hae been discussed In the prevloue chapter, must be tested as
to whether It Is e feeeable method or not. It le only through
experience that the value of this method may be conf limed.
There are aever&l teats which may be applied to the student
to find out whether the reaction to the picture le the proper
one. rr. A.E.Bailey suggests the following:
Qb.lective Teat . A copy of the picture or pictures to b«
studied ehould be given to the students
who will report on pfhet they feel and see In the picture from
studying It plone, without reference to other texts. 't the
next meeting of the class, the teacher will aek for the reports
and teach the lesson. Before the olasD meete sgrln, the students
are asked to write out what the picture now means to them- The
difference between theee tests will give an estimate of the
value absorbed by the study of the picture.
Subject Test. The next test has also been adopted from
one which has been tested end found
Buccespful by Tr, Bailey In teaching the life of Christ.
After havlnsr, studied the series of pictures, the following
questions may be applied :-
1. '.Tien you hear the word Loyalty, ^^oes a definite picture
come to your mind? If so le It more definite thrn before you
studied the lesson? To which loyalty picture doea your mind
turn?
2. ??hft form did loyalty have In your mind before and after
studying the series of picture?
3. Before end after studying the pictures which did you con-
sider the hlgheet form of loyalty?
i
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4. H»B your Ideal of loynlty chanced elnoe fltad/lai5 these
pictures? "Poee It arouee p feeling of desire to react
personally In thet way In slmller si tuatloner
The spontenlouB reaction of the students to the
pictures will also give further proof of their value. A little
girl had received a copy of Christ in rrethsemane . She looked et
it silently, then whispered to lt:"0, but I do love you Jesus.'"
Here is p little boy who wanted to pray 'just like the
little boy In the picture', he even insisted on a nightpiown
similar to that of ^he 'picture boy.' On his mother enquiring
at the school to find the reason of her son's behavior, she found
that he had seen Reynold's Child Samuel. There are many other
examples of this nature which might be quoted.
These tee's cannot show all the results that a study
of pictures give to the students. It Is not possible to estimate
the beauty and the Joy, the sympathy and understanding that is
added to life throu^^h the study of pictures. To those who t'^ke
time to understand and learn to appreciate Art, life will have
a deeper and richer meaning.

Summary
.
Our eyes are belnr^ opened to see the true values
In life, and v^e are finding that Character is more Impor-
tant than Knowledge
.
Ideals are essential In character for-nlng, and the
Ideal of Loyalty Is the predominant blue thread which Is
found through this character fabric which we are constantly
weaving.
Like the cloth woven on the loom, the process of
character making is a slow one. It is when the child is
young that we must begin to train him. V/hat better method
is there then fostering the high ideals, love of beauty
and capacity for appreciation which every child possesses
to some degree? This may be done through the use of pictures
not only pictures by great artists but by men who strive
for the expression of a noble purpose in their art. "A work
of art is a message from the artist to the world, his attempt
to say something so beautiful and therefore so compelling
that all men will listen, and, having listened, will feel
1.
and understand." As the child feels the emotion of the
picture story which embodies high spiritual ideas, IDEALS
are formed, which in their turn will be carried into DEEDS
of courage, self-control and loyalty. Thus the Art method
is e way to ideals and character forming.
I.Bailey. A.E. The Use of Art in Religious Education, p. 3^-
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